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A Survey on Scheduling in IEEE 802.16
Mesh Mode
Miray Kas, Burcu Yargicoglu, Ibrahim Korpeoglu, and Ezhan Karasan
Abstract—IEEE 802.16 standard (also known as WiMAX)
defines the wireless broadband network technology which aims
to solve the so called last mile problem via providing high
bandwidth Internet even to the rural areas for which the cable
deployment is very costly. The standard mainly focuses on the
MAC and PHY layer issues, supporting two transmission modes:
PMP (Point-to-Multipoint) and mesh modes. Mesh mode is an
optional mode developed as an extension to PMP mode and it
has the advantage of having an improving performance as more
subscribers are added to the system using multi-hop routes. In
802.16 MAC protocol, mesh mode slot allocation and reservation
mechanisms are left open which makes this topic a hot research
area. Hence, the focus of this survey will mostly be on the mesh
mode, and the proposed scheduling algorithms and performance
evaluation methods.
Index Terms—WiMAX, IEEE 802.16, Mesh Networks, Dis-
tributed Scheduling, Centralized Scheduling
I. INTRODUCTION
STAGGERING growth of the Internet causes more in-crease on the demand for higher-speed Internet access.
Although wired technologies like DSL or cable offer broad-
band connections, they usually cover areas with the highest
density of population. However, satisfying the requirements of
users within rural areas having little wired infrastructure has
become an urgent need. Wireless broadband access appears
to provide the best possible solution which would overcome
this so called last mile problem. IEEE 802.16 also known as
WiMAX (Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access)
is introduced to enable the last mile broadband wireless access
[1]. Radio coverage of about 5 miles with a bandwidth of up to
70 Mbps is offered without requiring deployment of expensive
base stations.
IEEE 802.16 standards family is the standardization of a
WirelessMAN air interface along with the MAC layer and
multiple physical layer specifications of broadband wireless
access systems. 802.16 supports working in both licensed and
unlicensed portions of the frequency spectrum. The aim of
802.16, the first version of the standard which was approved
in December 2001, was to make high data rates available to
users having Line of Sight (LOS) connectivity. WiMAX, with
its mesh mode support, provides broadband connections in
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TABLE I
BASIC INFORMATION ON WIMAX STANDARDS
802.16 802.16d-2004 802.16e-2005
Application LOS, fixed NLOS, fixed NLOS, mobile
Frequency 10-66 GHz 2-11 GHz 2-6 GHz
Band
MAC PMP PMP, PMP
Architecture Mesh
Peak Data 134 Mbps 75 Mbps 30 Mbps
Rate
Transmission SC SC, 256 OFDM, 128-2048 SOFDMA
Scheme 2048 OFDM
wider areas even to users with Non-Line-of-Sight connections
(NLOS).
IEEE 802.16, operates in the licensed spectrum between
10 and 66 GHz employing single carrier (SC) scheme in the
PHY layer. In order to enable NLOS communication, IEEE
802.16a was completed in 2003 as an amendment to the
previous standard offering OFDM physical layer and support
for orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
in the MAC layer. By the end of 2004, IEEE 802.16(d)-
2004 replaced previous versions and it was called the Fixed
WiMAX. With this revision, mesh topologies are supported
via enhancements to the MAC layer in addition to point-to-
multipoint (PMP) topologies, and the supported frequencies
are set to be within 2 and 11 GHz.
As of Dec 7th 2005, IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard is ap-
proved and became the official standard for Mobile Wire-
lessMAN. IEEE 802.16e is published as an amendment to
802.16d, making corrections where appropriate and introduc-
ing new features. Through this revision, mobility is allowed
via modifications in the MAC layer and scalable OFDMA
(SOFDMA) is specified for the physical layer. Table I shows
basic differences between the three versions of WiMAX stan-
dards (802.16, 802.16d and 802.16e). WiMAX standards are
currently under further development as summarized in Figure
1.
As mentioned before, the radio coverage ranges of WiMAX
networks are measured in kilometers which makes IEEE
802.16 based networks suitable for constructing metropolitan
area networks (MANs) while IEEE 802.11 based networks’
radios have ranges in the order of a few hundred meters,
hence usually aimed for constructing small local area networks
(LANs). It can be inferred from their intended uses that there
are some basic differences between IEEE 802.11 and 802.16
standards.
1553-877X/10/$25.00 c© 2010 IEEE
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Fig. 1. IEEE 802.16 Published Standards and Drafts
TABLE II
BASIC DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WIMAX AND WIFI
802.16d 802.11
Coverage (up to) 10 kilometers 300 meters
Frequency Band 2-11 GHz 2.4, 5 GHz
Data Rate (up to) 75 Mbps 54 Mbps
Multiplexing Burst TDM/ TDMA/ CSMA
OFDMA
Services (QoS) UGS, rtPS, BE
nrtPS, BE
A dramatic difference from IEEE 802.11 MAC is that
IEEE 802.16 MAC’s subscriber stations use TDMA while
in IEEE 802.11 carrier sensing mechanisms are used. As
another difference, in order to overcome the hidden terminal
problem, RTS/CTS/Data/ACK mechanism is used in IEEE
802.11, but in IEEE 802.16 connection setup through a three-
way handshake is done prior to any transmission. Besides, in
IEEE 802.16 the channel for the control message exchange
is separated from that of data transmission allowing the data
transmissions to take place without being affected by the
contention in the control channel.
Another improvement that has been adopted in IEEE 802.16
is that a single request message can be used to allocate
multiple slots contiguously, which is not possible in IEEE
802.11. In addition, in its PMP mode, IEEE 802.16d supports
four QoS classes while there is only the best-effort service
defined in 802.11 standards (In 802.16e, a fifth service class
called ertPS is further defined.) Furthermore, IEEE 802.11 has
performance constraints as it operates in the unlicensed portion
of the spectrum. Operating under both licensed and unlicensed
portions of the spectrum, IEEE 802.16 offers operation over
broader ranges.
Table II summarizes the basic differences between IEEE
802.11 and 802.16 standards. Considering all these differ-
ences, it becomes infeasible to directly apply the studies for
IEEE 802.11 to IEEE 802.16.
IEEE 802.16 received wide attention from research commu-
nity and industry mainly due to its being a promising technol-
ogy and standard’s leaving performance sensitive parts open
for vendors’ implementation. Although the standard specifies
control messages, the details of scheduling mechanism in mesh
Fig. 2. OFDM vs. OFDMA
mode (either centralized or distributed) that allocates data slots
for transmission are left open for further research. Considering
the scheduling in IEEE 802.16 mesh mode as a promising
research area, this article surveys existing approaches in IEEE
802.16 mesh mode scheduling and explores their key points
along with the common features and differences observed
among these studies.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section
II, general overview of IEEE 802.16 PHY and MAC layers
are given and in Section III, information regarding the two
WiMAX network topologies (PMP and Mesh) is provided.
Section IV overviews the scheduling mechanisms for WiMAX
mesh networks, and Section V and VI examines the studies
on centralized and distributed scheduling respectively. Section
VII covers cross-layer studies done on WiMAX mesh net-
works. In Section VIII, analysis and inferences are presented,
laying out the noteworthy shared points and differences.
Section IX highlights open research issues, and finally Section
X concludes the paper.
II. PHY AND MAC LAYER OVERVIEW
A. PHY Layer
The WiMAX physical layer is based on orthogonal fre-
quency division multiplexing which is a digital encoding
and modulation technique used by many broadband systems.
802.16d supports both Orthogonal Frequency Division Multi-
plexing (OFDM) with 256 FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
with 2048 FFT [2].
OFDM uses multicarrier modulation in which the given
data stream is divided into several lower bit rate streams
that are modulated and transmitted simultaneously on separate
subchannels. As a result, the data throughput is increased en-
abling high-speed data and multimedia communications along
with resilience to interference and low multipath distortion.
OFDM allows one user at a time on the channel. On the
other hand, OFDMA is the multi-user version of OFDM
which allows multiple users access the channel at the same
time. Subsets of sub-carriers are assigned to individual users
allowing simultaneous transmissions from several users. An
exemplary subchannel-slot assignment scenario with OFDM
and OFDMA is depicted in Figure 2.
Different from the 802.16d standard, 802.16e WiMAX
employs Scalable OFDMA (SOFDMA) where FFT sizes can
vary from 128 to 2048 according to the channel bandwidth
in order to keep the carrier spacing constant across dif-
ferent bandwidth channels. Scalable bandwidth opportunity
and subchannelization techniques on 802.16e OFDMA results
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TABLE III
MAC PROTOCOL SUBLAYERS
Sublayer Function
CS Guarantee QoS for flows
CPS Access control, bandwidth and
power management, scheduling
PS Set up secure connections
among SSs
in better network performance management meeting specific
capacity and coverage requirements [2].
B. MAC Layer
In MAC layer, 802.16e has several improvements over the
802.16d standard in order to enable mobility support by defin-
ing seamless handover and power conservation mechanisms
for portable devices.
To enable a seamless handover of ongoing connections
from one base station to another, the standard provides one
mandatory and two optional handoff methods. Multicast and
broadcast services are also supported by the 802.16e standard.
Besides, in order to preserve battery life in end devices, a
series of sleep and idle mode power management functions
are defined.
MAC protocol for WiMAX consists of three sublayers
named as Convergence Sublayer (CS), Common Part Sublayer
(CPS), and Privacy Sublayer (PS). The functions of these
sublayers are given in Table III:
WiMAX MAC is connection oriented and each link is
identified by a unidirectional CID (Connection Identifier). In
CS, higher layer protocol addresses such as IP addresses are
mapped onto CIDs and SFIDs (Service Flow Identifier). With
this, every transmission is inserted to a queue associated with
its service type. In the standard, CS for ATM and packet
networks are defined, however, only CSs for IP and Ether-
net are decided to be implemented by WiMAX Forum [3].
Furthermore, PHS (Payload Header Suppression) is another
functionality of CS defined in the standard as optional [4].
CPS is the core of the MAC layer carrying the func-
tionalities of ranging, scheduling, bandwidth management,
construction and transmission of MAC PDUs. This part is
investigated in three subsections in 802.16d standard: PMP,
Mesh and Data /Control plane. Having mentioned that CPS
constitutes the core of MAC functionality, more information
about PMP and Mesh modes will be provided in the next
section.
The last sublayer of 802.16 MAC, PS, is responsible for
providing private access to the subscribers across a fixed
wireless network through encryption.
III. WIMAX NETWORK TOPOLOGIES
IEEE 802.16 MAC protocol was firstly designed for PMP
wireless access applications. Then, in 2004, with IEEE
802.16d standard [4], an optional mesh operating mode was
introduced as an extension to the PMP mode. Currently, two
operational modes are supported: PMP mode and the optional
Mesh mode.
TABLE IV
TYPE OF DATA DELIVERY SERVICES
Type Symbolic Name of Meaning Scheduling
Service Type Service
0 UGS Unsolicited Grant Service UGS
1 RT-VR Real-Time Variable rtPS
Rate Service
2 NRT-VR Non-Real-Time nrtPS
Variable Rate Service
3 BE Best Efforts Service BE
4 ERT-VR Extended Real-Time ertPS
Variable Rate Service
A. PMP Mode
PMP mode is the traditional cellular like transmission mode
in wireless communication systems. There is a central base
station (BS) with a sectorized antenna and multiple subscriber
stations (SS). The traffic is only between SSs and BS, no direct
traffic among SSs is supported. The link from SS to BS is
called the uplink and the link from BS to SS is called the
downlink. The downlink bandwidth is fully controlled by BS
and SSs share the uplink bandwidth on a per demand basis.
BS is the only transmitter at downlink transmission and is
able to handle multiple independent sectors simultaneously.
The downlink transmission is usually broadcast. As it is the
only transmitter in the direction it serves, a BS does not have to
coordinate with other BSs apart from handover issues. Besides,
each SS has to be within single-hop distance to BS along with
the requirement of clear LOS transmission range.
Supporting Quality-of-Service (QoS) is an important issue
in which various QoS requirements have to be satisfied for
both uplink and downlink channels. Different kinds of traffic
models yield different service types to be handled in the
MAC scheduler. In 802.16d PMP mode, four service types
are considered for QoS purposes: Unsolicited Grant Service
(UGS), real-time Polling Service (rtPS), non-real-time Polling
Service (nrtPS) and Best Effort (BE). A fifth service class,
extended real-time Polling Service (ertPS), is included with
the IEEE 802.16e-2005 standard. [5].
UGS service class is for the real-time constant bit rate
(CBR) applications such as VoIP. Unsolicited data grants
are allocated to eliminate the overhead and latency of the
request/grant process. During the connection establishment,
maximum sustained traffic rate is declared and BS assigns
fixed bandwidth grants in each frame accordingly.
rtPS service class is for supporting real-time applications
that produce variable-sized data packets periodically such as
MPEG video. These applications have specific bandwidth
requirements, hence the opportunity for dynamic bandwidth
request must be ensured. Therefore, SS receives unicast polls
from BS and it is allowed to specify the size of each request.
This is done by dedicated periodic slots and the bandwidth
request is guaranteed to be received in time by BS.
ertPS service class combines features from UGS and rtPS
service classes. An initial ensured bandwidth allocation is done
as in UGS and then this allocated bandwidth can be decreased
or increased as in the case of rtPS.
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TABLE V
PMP MODE VS. MESH MODE
PMP Mode Mesh Mode
Frame Structure Separate Uplink & Uplink & Downlink
Downlink Subframes traffic is not
differentiated
Tolerance for Links Low, should be designed High, can take
with High Loss for the worst case advantage
of such links
Traffic Direction Only between Traffic among SSs
BS and SSs is also possible
Coverage Probability Lower than it is Higher than it is
of a New Node in mesh mode in PMP mode
Duplexing TDD, FDD FDD
nrtPS service class is the most appropriate for the delay-
tolerant applications. As in rtPS, dedicated periodic slots are
used for the bandwidth request opportunity, but with much
longer periods. Although minimum bandwidth is also guar-
anteed for this type of connections, connections belonging to
this service class may also use contention slots for bandwidth
requests if the dedicated request slots are not enough for the
flow’s bandwidth requirements.
Finally, BE service class is for the traffic with no minimum
level of service requirements. Like in nrtPS, contention slots
are used for bandwidth request opportunities as long as there
is space available.
B. Mesh Mode
Mesh networks receive attention since supporting multi-hop
routing is considered as a must in order to achieve high data
rates over long distances. Both in IEEE 802.16d and IEEE
802.16e, there is support for an optional mesh topology. Yet,
mesh extension is only defined for OFDM air interface; it
is not available for the OFDMA interface. At this point, we
should clarify that IEEE 802.16e supports mesh mode as it
also encompasses features defined in 802.16d. However, for
mobile WiMAX whose addition led 802.16e to be a standard
in its own right, mesh mode is not supported.
Among the set of drafts under development, IEEE 802.16j
also focuses on providing multi-hop capabilities in order
to enhance the throughput and coverage area of a mobile
WiMAX network. The proposed topology is a relay network
in the form of a tree which has the BS as the root and
multiple levels of Relay Stations (RS) to provide multi-hop
communication between the MSs and the BS [6]. In other
words, the path between an MS and the BS may only contain
RSs.
In IEEE 802.16 mesh mode, similar to the 802.16j relay
mode, SSs may have no direct link to BS. However, there are
no network entities called Relay Stations and communication
between BS and an SS can be done via routing over multiple
SSs and links of all transmissions between two nodes are
bidirectional. This makes an SS not only a host but also a
router that forwards packets on behalf of others. Since mesh
networks allow each SS to act as a router forwarding other
nodes’ data, the mesh network is not restricted to one-hop
Fig. 3. Mesh Mode Frame Structure
routes; hence it enables communication over longer distances.
Besides, the capacity of the network increases substantially
as new nodes join the network, providing alternative routes.
Links for new SSs joining in the network are initialized having
unique link identifiers.
The communication in mesh mode can be established in two
ways. If there is centralized control of BS over the network,
then a centralized scheduling algorithm runs in the mesh BS
and the uplink and downlink bandwidths are managed by BS.
As an alternative approach, bandwidth management can be
handled in a distributed manner (decentralized) in which all
nodes periodically exchange their schedules and bandwidth re-
quests/grants and then come up with a suitable communication
schedule running the distributed scheduling algorithm installed
in every node. Since the scheduling algorithms are left open in
the standard, scheduling in WiMAX mesh mode has become
an appealing research area. Table V tabulates some of the very
basic differences between the PMP and Mesh modes.
1) Mesh Mode Frame Structure: In IEEE 802.16 mesh
mode, only TDD is supported, while both of FDD and TDD
are supported in PMP mode. In WiMAX mesh mode, only
TDMA is used for channel access between BS and SSs and
the channel is divided into frames (Figure 3).
As seen in Figure 3, a frame has two subparts: control sub-
frame and data subframe. The control subframe is for carrying
control messages for network configuration and negotiating
the schedule of data subframe minislots. The length of the
control subframe is 7 * MSH-CTRL-LEN where seven refers
to the number of OFDM symbols which is fixed to increase
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TABLE VI
MESH MODE SPECIFIC MAC MANAGEMENT MESSAGES
Message Name Message Description Connection
39 MSH-NCFG Mesh Network Configuration Broadcast
40 MSH-NENT Mesh Network Entry Basic
41 MSH-DSCH Mesh Distributed Schedule Broadcast
42 MSH-CSCH Mesh Centralized Schedule Broadcast
43 MSH-CSCF Mesh Centralized Schedule Broadcast
Configuration
reliability. Every control subframe consists of MSH-CTRL-
LEN (0-15) transmission opportunities (slots). There are two
types of control subframes: network control subframe and
scheduling control subframe. Scheduling control subframe is
more frequently used than the network control subframe.
The frames may be combined to form a super frame whose
first control subframe is dedicated as network control subframe
and the rest as scheduling control subframes. The network
control subframe is primarily for topology management. Dur-
ing this subframe, SSs send network configuration and entry
messages to BS to inform about the changes. Such changes
may be due to a new node entry or a disconnected node. The
period of this kind of subframe is a network parameter.
The scheduling control subframe is used for transmission of
control messages that schedule the slots in the data subframe,
that is, the transmission of the request and grant messages for
data transmissions.
OFDM data subframe is further divided into 256 slots. The
size of each minislot can be calculated as
 (SymOFDM −MSH CTRL LEN ∗ 7)
256
 (1)
where SymOFDM stands for the OFDM symbols per frame.
2) Mesh Mode Specific MAC Messages: Table VI lists the
MAC management messages that are specific for the mesh
mode operation.
1) MSH-NCFG: Provides a basic level of communication
between nodes.
The data embedded in a MSH-NCFG message has many
fields that have significant uses in implementations of
the proposed studies. For instance, it has two fields
called MSH-CTRL-LEN and MSH-DSCH-NUM. MSH-
CTRL-LEN is the length of the mesh control subframe.
Out of MSH-CTRL-LEN schedule control slots, MSH-
DSCH-NUM of them are used for distributed scheduling
messages (MSH-DSCH) while the remaining ones are
used for centralized scheduling messages (MSH-CSCH,
MSH-CSCF). MSH-CSCH-DATA-FRACTION field in-
dicates the maximum percentage of data slots that can be
allocated for distributed scheduling and it is determined
at initial configuration of the network according to the
partition scheme and remains fixed thereafter.
2) MSH-NENT: Used for initial network entry and to gain
synchronization.
3) MSH-DSCH: Carries grants/requests and information
about slots that can be granted when distributed schedul-
ing is used in the mesh mode.
Parameters such as Next-Xmt-Mx and Xmt-Holdoff-
Exponent are included in a MSH-DSCH message. These
fields are then used to calculate the eligibility interval
for transmission and the holdoff time of the node respec-
tively. The message contains a one-bit flag indicating
whether it is a request or a grant message and another
field indicating whether coordinated or uncoordinated
scheduling is used. In addition, each node sends this
message regularly to inform its neighbors about its
schedule.
4) MSH-CSCH: Used for bandwidth request and granting
when the centralized scheduling scheme is in use. If the
Request/Grant Flag = 0, then the message is a grant
message that is created by BS and forwarded along
the routing tree. All SSs are eligible to send MSH-
CSCH:Request messages and if the Request/Grant Flag
= 1, then the message carries a request to BS.
5) MSH-CSCF: Generated by BS and rebroadcasted by SSs
in the routing tree. It is used for disseminating the chan-
nel configuration and routing tree information. It carries
information about the channels available for centralized
scheduling as well as the children information of the
nodes in the routing tree.
IV. OVERVIEW OF SCHEDULING IN MESH MODE
Scheduling, in its most broad state, is defined as the
allocation of limited resources to tasks over time [7]. In
centralized scheduling, the resources are in the control of
single decision maker which is aware of all jobs and their
requests. On the other hand, in distributed scheduling, there
are nodes/users/agents which compete for the resources with
possibly conflicting goals. SSs, the competing agents in IEEE
802.16, maintain some local information regarding their needs
and they inform others via exchanging messages.
Scheduling is one of the most important components of an
802.16 mesh network, severely affecting the overall perfor-
mance of the system. Scheduling problem for 802.16 is defined
as a sequence of time slots, where each possible transmission
is assigned a time slot such that the transmissions on the
same slot are collision free while the QoS requirements are
fulfilled efficiently and the total time to calculate the schedule
is minimized.
The most usual way to classify frame scheduling mech-
anisms in IEEE 802.16 mesh mode is to classify them as
centralized and distributed scheduling. Distributed scheduling
is further divided into two subclasses as coordinated and
uncoordinated scheduling mechanisms. The main difference
between coordinated and uncoordinated distributed schedul-
ing is that the coordinated distributed scheduling claims to
provide collision free transmission of MSH-DSCH messages.
In coordinated distributed scheduling, all nodes arrange their
transmissions through a pseudo-random algorithm so that their
messages do not collide with messages from other nodes
within their two-hop neighborhood.
In uncoordinated scheduling, MSH-DSCH messages may
collide and it is less reliable than the coordinated scheduling.
Uncoordinated scheduling is usually preferred in fast ad-hoc
setup of schedules and support of low duty-cycle traffic scenar-
ios [8]. Distributed scheduling is usually advised for intranet
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Fig. 4. Types of Scheduling in Mesh Mode
traffic (the traffic among SSs) and centralized scheduling for
Internet traffic (the traffic between an SS and a mesh BS or a
gateway).
Figure 5 presents a classification of these three types
of scheduling mechanisms: Centralized Scheduling, Coordi-
nated Distributed Scheduling, and Uncoordinated Distributed
Scheduling. In the rest of this section, the centralized and
distributed scheduling methods will be discussed in more
detail.
A. Centralized Scheduling
In centralized scheduling, BS is responsible for determining
resource allocation and informing back SSs through a schedul-
ing tree which is rooted at BS.
In order to maintain a routing tree in the network, BS
generates and broadcasts MSH-CSCF message to all its neigh-
bors. Then, the neighbors receiving this message continue to
forward it to all their children until all SSs in the network are
informed about the MSH-CSCF message and the routing tree
information in it. Through this process, all SSs maintain infor-
mation about the routing tree. The scheduling tree is updated
upon registration of a new node, and the new scheduling tree
is broadcasted by BS.
Centralized scheduling is done in three steps as follows:
1) Collection of bandwidth requests from SSs
2) Determining resource allocations
3) Informing back the network
In the first step of the centralized scheduling, each SS
having a packet to send, sends bandwidth request using the
MSH-CSCH:Request message to its sponsor (parent) node.
Each SS not only sends its own bandwidth request but also
forwards the bandwidth requests received from its children. By
this way, all the request messages in the network are routed
to BS along the scheduling tree.
The bandwidth an SS requires involves bandwidth for data
transmission and data reception. If the node itself has free slots
for the total required bandwidth, the request message is sent,
otherwise the node quits. The request messages contain the
node id, the data rate required for data transmission and the
data rate required for data reception. When a node receives
many requests from its children in that form, the message it
forwards towards BS contains the list of all these requests.
In the second step, BS has completed the reception of all the
requests coming from SSs, and it determines the schedule by
running a scheduling algorithm. This scheduling algorithm has
a large impact on the performance and it is left unstandardized.
In the last step, BS distributes the schedule by broadcasting
MSH-CSCH:Grant message. The grant message propagates
along the scheduling tree and all SSs receive the generated
message. Then, according to the received MSH-CSCH:Grant
message, each SS determines its actual uplink and downlink
transmission time through a common algorithm that divides
the frame proportionally to the assignments.
B. Distributed Scheduling
The mechanism of the distributed scheduler is more com-
plicated than that of the centralized scheduler since in the cen-
tralized scheduling the mesh BS acts as a cluster head which
determines and distributes the time slots each SS may use. For
distributed scheduling, the standard has defined the algorithm
for EBTT mechanism, that is, the algorithm responsible for
the allocation of control slots. However, the mechanism for the
allocation of data slots is left unstandardized, open to vendors’
implementation.
There are mainly two phases of distributed scheduling:
1) EBTT phase
2) Connection Setup with Neighbors (3-way handshake)
1) EBTT phase: Election Based Transmission Timing
(EBTT) procedure is a distributed algorithm which is used
to manage the control slots’ allocation, in other words trans-
mission timing of broadcast messages to competing nodes in
a collision-free manner in two-hop neighborhood (optionally,
3-hop neighborhood) without requiring explicit schedule nego-
tiation. To be more specific, EBTT is used for the transmission
time calculation in coordinated distributed scheduling for the
MSH-NCFG and MSH-DSCH messages. Since these control
slots are used to negotiate the schedule of data slots, the first
phase of distributed scheduling covers how the control slots
are allocated to nodes.
The intuition behind EBTT mechanism is to have nodes
behave pseudo randomly so that all nodes can predict behavior
of the nodes in its 2 or optionally 3 hop neighborhood.
Therefore, the nodes send their packets without collisions.
The randomized and predictable behavior is achieved through
supplying each node with a random number generator seed
according to a common rule. In other words, given the same
kind of information, a node will be able to generate the same
random number as another node, thus every node can predict
what the other nodes generate.
Assume that there is a node called X. We will focus on the
most recent control slot it has selected to use, and then go
over the procedure used to derive the next control slot it will
use. Let Tx be the slot node X has selected and Txnext be the
next slot it will choose.
The interval between these two consecutive slots is the sum
of two values:
1) Holdoff Time
2) Number of slots lost in contention
The calculation of these values will be explored respectively.
1- Calculation of Holdoff Time
In every MSH-DSCH message, Next-Xmt-Mx (mx) and
Xmt-Holdoff-Exponent (exp) are included. The election algo-
rithm assumes that the collisions happen only at the receiver
and interference from two hop neighbors or even farther nodes
are negligible if the network topology is designed carefully [9].
The nodes enter the competition to win the ownership of the
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Fig. 6. Centralized Scheduling Illustration
slots by solving a virtual contention until they win. Once a
node is the winner, the node intentionally skips as many slots
as the Holdoff Time before entering the competition again.
Holdoff-Time is calculated as:
Holdoff T ime = 2(exp+4) (2)
In other words, even if the Xmt-Holdoff-Exponent of a node
is 0, it will have to skip at least 16 slots before joining the
contention once again. The value of Xmt-Holdoff-Exponent is
in the range of 0-7, therefore the range for Holdoff Time is
[16-2048].
2- Number of Slots Lost in Contention
Upon skipping as many slots as Holdoff Time, node X
becomes eligible to enter the competition again. To be able
to compute its next transmission time exactly, it should know
whether it is the winner for a given slot. Each node computes
the set of possible competing nodes (among its 1-hop and
2-hop neighbors) for the slots in the interval it is eligible
to compete. Next-Xmt-Mx (mx) and Xmt-Holdoff-Exponent
(exp), which are transmitted in the MSH-DSCH messages, are
used in the calculation of this eligibility interval as follows:
2exp ∗mx < Txnext ≤ 2exp ∗ (mx+ 1) (3)
From this formulation, the size of the eligibility interval can
be derived as 2exp. To get its exact time of transmission, which
lies within this eligibility interval, node X sets its temporary
transmission time (Txtemp) as the first slot of its eligibility
interval and then calculates the set of its eligible neighbors it
will compete with.
The set of competing nodes include the following:
1) Neighbors whose eligibility interval includes Txtemp ,
2) Neighbors whose eligibility interval begins before
Txtemp ,
3) Neighbors whose Next-Xmt-Mx are not known.
An election is held among this set of nodes. The seed for
the pseudo-random algorithm selecting one of the eligible
nodes as the winner of the slot consists of the combination
of the competed slot id along with the IDs of all competing
nodes. Since the seed value is known by all nodes, each node
will produce the same result, so that they can all know who
the winner is and predict others’ behavior without explicit
message exchange. If node X is not the winner of the election,
it sets its new temporary transmission time, Txtemp , as:
Txtemp = Txtemp + 1 (4)
Once node X wins the election, it informs its neighbors to
prevent collisions, and then the three-way handshake proce-
dure gets started.
2) Connection Setup with Neighbors: Connection setup is a
three-way handshake messaging procedure two nodes perform
in order to negotiate upon the data slots they will exchange
data.
Connection setup in distributed scheduling is done in three
steps:
Step-1: Request
Before initiating the message exchange procedure, the re-
quester node (source) checks its own agenda to see if the data
transmission rate it needs is above what it can achieve using
all the free slots it has. If so, it quits the procedure directly.
If it has enough number of slots itself, it sends a request
message to the node that it wants to send data to or receive
data from (destination), listing the IDs of its free slots and the
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data transmission rate it requires. Recall that requests/grants
do not have to go through BS in mesh mode.
Step-2: Grant
Upon receiving the request message, the destination node
checks if it has sufficient number of free slots to provide
the data transmission rate the source node requires. If the
destination node does not have enough slots, it just quits the
procedure without sending any further messages. If it has,
then the destination node checks its free slot IDs against the
free slot IDs source node listed in the request message. If
the number of matching slots meets the data transmission rate
needed, then the destination node sets the states of these slots
as busy (to be more specific, receiving) and sends back a grant
message to the source listing the IDs of the minislots selected
for transmission.
Step-3: Confirmation
At the last step, the source node sends out a confirmation
message to the destination in the form of MSH-DSCH mes-
sage which again includes all the slots granted and sets the
states of the slots as transmitting.
As seen, the framework for distributed scheduling is ready.
However, the algorithm to be used in Step-2 of connection
setup is left open. The details of the process according to
which grants are done, in other words, the scheduler for the
data slots is not standardized.
V. STUDIES ON CENTRALIZED SCHEDULING
The studies done in the field of IEEE 802.16 mesh mode
scheduling are grouped into two: studies on centralized
scheduling and studies on distributed scheduling.
The studies in the field of centralized scheduling can be
broadly divided into two: the ones that enhance spatial reuse
by allocating non-interfering links to transmit concurrently and
the ones with no spatial reuse [6]. There are some very basic
issues affecting the design and performance of centralized
scheduler and most of the research done revolves around these
issues.
One such frequently addressed issue is the capacity en-
hancement in wireless multi-hop networks. Among the sug-
gested solutions, achieving spatial reuse with concurrency
among multi-hop transmissions appears as the one closest to
bring improvement to the overall throughput of such systems.
However, while achieving concurrency, interference must be
prevented and this is a challenging and major problem for the
multi-hop WiMAX mesh networks.
TABLE VII
DEPTH VS. FANOUT IN [13]
Cause Increase Decrease
Observed Observed
-Increasing Depth -Data Rate -Avg. Link Distance
(#(hops from SS to BS)) -Control Overhead -Transmission Power
-Decreasing Fanout -Spatial Reuse -Interference
(#(children per hop)) -No of Relay
Transmissions
Besides, the structure of the routing tree in the network
plays an important role and enhances the performance of
centralized scheduling by reducing interference between links,
balancing the traffic load and shortening the period of requests
and grants.
Considering these two issues, some articles investigate the
design trade offs involved in the mesh tree construction, and
some articles propose a routing tree construction algorithm
and a scheduling mechanism exploiting the features of the tree
constructed on a particular purpose. While [10] only gives a
scheduling mechanism based on well-known algorithms like
Round-Robin or MaxWeight, [11], [12] perform scheduling
via considering QoS requirements in the IEEE 802.16 mesh
networks.
A. Spatial Reuse Oriented Studies
To start with the routing tree construction, in [13], the
performance of the centralized scheduling based mesh net-
works is investigated via analyzing the design trade offs
(depth vs. fanout) involved in the mesh tree construction.
The base argument in this study is that, long links increase
the distance that can be served while being able to support
only low bit rates whereas shorter links work with higher
rates. Reducing the depth reduces the number of transmissions
needed for the same packet hence reduces the control packet
overhead. However, increasing the depth increases the data
rate but reduces the distance, thus the area covered. The
authors also point out that if the distance is longer (in terms
of meters), the needed transmission power is higher which in
turn causes higher interference and decreases the chance of
having spatial reuse, a topic which is also studied in [14].
Finally, the authors recommend having deeper trees which
split long links into multiple smaller links considering the
simulation results obtained. The discussed changes and their
corresponding effects are presented in Table VII.
In [14], an interference-aware routing tree construction al-
gorithm and an enhanced centralized mesh scheduling scheme
achieving high spectral utilization are given. The proposed
scheduling scheme considers selecting the routes with less
interference so as to improve the throughput. To achieve this,
the authors define a blocking metric for a route which is used
during the route construction, modeling the number of nodes
whose transmissions will be blocked by the route. For this,
interference level of routes in the mesh is modeled. Each
joining node selects its sponsor node among its neighbors with
the minimum interference level. Therefore, all the routes are
constructed with the minimum interference level. Next three
papers extend the idea presented in [14].
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TABLE VIII
ENHANCEMENTS ON [14]
Key Features of [14] Enhancements
Route Construction Impact of entry order prevented [15]
Blocking Metric Blocking Metric redefined as
num of blocked nodes x num of packets [16]
Scheduling Scheme Biggest hop-count comes first [15]
Fairness, 4 different link-selection criteria [17]
In [16], the idea in [14] is extended and the blocking metric
is redefined. In this study, the blocking metric of a node X
is defined to be the number of blocked nodes multiplied by
the number of packets at X. Then, similarly, the path with
minimum blocking metric is selected.
In [15], same approach in [14] is adapted with an incre-
mental improvement on it. This improved method enables
adjustment of the impacted SS’s sponsoring nodes upon a
newly entered node to the network. Hence, the impact of the
entry order in construction of the routing tree is prevented
unlike in [14]. Both of the proposed scheduling algorithms
([14] and [15]) seek high spectral utilization and system
throughput maximizing the number of concurrent transmis-
sions without creating interference. In [14], traffic capacity
request of each SS is considered and the proposed solution
allocates unit traffic starting from the highest demand to the
lowest until there is no unallocated capacity request. However,
[15] considers the delay of relaying data and determines
the order of transmission time same as MSH-CSCH:Request
message order, in which nodes with the biggest hop-count
comes first, ones with the same hop-count keep their orders.
[17] also focuses on the tree structure to handle centralized
scheduling to achieve reduction in the length of scheduling,
improvement in the channel utilization ratio and decrease the
transmission delay. They propose an O(n2) Transmission-Tree
Scheduling (TSS) Algorithm which grants slots to SSs pro-
portional to their demands, preventing nodes from starvation,
thereby achieving fairness. The idea behind is the hop-by-hop
circulation of service tokens. It works by assigning a service
token for each slot and when a link is scheduled the token
count of the transmitter is reduced whereas the token count of
the receiver is increased. In allocation of slots in each iteration,
link selection can be done in four ways rather than allocating
for the link with the highest unallocated traffic demand as in
[14].
Link selection criteria are given as: random, min-
interference, nearest to BS and farthest to BS. According to
the simulation results presented in the paper, among these
four link selection methods, best results are achieved by
nearest to BS, followed by random and min-interference and
the performance of farthest to BS is the worst among four.
The reason is that in mesh topologies, the nodes close to
BS become the bottleneck. Giving priority to their links over
the others reduce the scheduling time required. Table VIII
summarizes the enhancements brought over [14].
In [18], three constraints that the 802.16 centralized
scheduling protocol enforces on the centralized scheduling
algorithms are identified:
TABLE IX
COMPARISON OF THREE CENTRALIZED SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS IN
[18]
Scheduling Key Feature Spatial Reuse
Algorithm
802.16 Ranking with Breadth-first No
Algorithm Traversal of Routing-tree
Load-balancing Link-scheduling Yes
Algorithm version of [14]
Bellman-Ford Bandwidth-Optimal Ranking Yes
Algorithm according to Bellman-Ford
on Conflict Graph
1) The assignment of link bandwidths should construct a
tree which has BS as its root.
2) Bandwidth assignments to links should comply with the
end-to-end bandwidth demands so that the requests are
satisfied as much as possible.
3) Since the overhead of each transmission is large, the
number of transmissions per frame for each link should
be limited.
Aiming to address these requirements, a centralized band-
width assignment algorithm which assigns bandwidth to links
upon the collection of end-to-end bandwidth requests is pro-
posed. In this algorithm, the authors put emphasis on the
routing tree structure. There are two distinct routing trees both
of which are in the form of spanning trees. One of these trees
is associated with the uplink traffic and the second one is
associated with the downlink traffic. The overall bandwidth
required by each link is calculated by adding up the traffic of
each path passing through that particular node. Using these
bandwidth requirements, the number of required OFDM sym-
bols (if not all the requirements can be satisfied, then is link
is assigned as much as possible) is assigned to each link. This
value is used as an input to the three centralized scheduling
algorithms discussed in the paper (802.16 Algorithm, Load-
balancing Algorithm, Bellman-Ford Algorithm).
The common point of all these three algorithms is that they
all get the number of required OFDM symbols (the number
of slots) as their input, and they all rank the links so that the
links with lower ranks transmit before the links with higher
ranks. The ranking schemes is what essentially differentiates
these three algorithms (See Table IX). Among these three
algorithms, Bellman-Ford algorithm provides the best results
in terms of spatial reuse, bandwidth allocation and end-to-end
delay [18].
In [19], a centralized scheduling algorithm which aims
to maximize throughput under the fairness model subject to
capacity constraints is proposed. Each SS node has a fairness
weight fi which is determined according to pricing or other
system-wide objectives. This article is one rare study which
mentions pricing as a constraint integrated into scheduling
decision. To have a supporting point for their fairness model
proposal, the authors suggest that if the actual traffic demands
of nodes are not taken into account and fairness is defined as
hard-fairness, then the achievable capacity region achieved by
hard-fairness (each node is given a weight regardless of the
actual traffic demand) algorithm is a sub-region of the capacity
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region achieved in the case of varying fairness weights. An-
other important claim is that the number of possible activation
sets (sets of links in the scheduling tree that can be activated
concurrently) is typically exponential in the number of links,
even in the sub-optimal formulations.
B. QoS Oriented Studies
[12] proposes joint routing and centralized scheduling so-
lutions. However, they present algorithms providing QoS to
real time and interactive data applications with efficient use
of network resources and they assume that there is no spatial
reuse. In addition, an admission control policy is provided for
new TCP connections when the network is congested. The
authors start with covering how a routing protocol for IEEE
802.16 mesh should be. Fixing the routing within the network
along with the use of shortest path algorithm is suggested.
Their reason of choosing fixed routing is not to have loops on
the routes to be able to reserve resources along the path, and
keep the route the same for a node unless the link is too bad.
Then, QoS requirements and behaviors of TCP and UDP
traffic are presented in detail and the scheduling algorithms
are handled in three distinct parts: QoS for Real Time Traffic
(meeting the needs of UDP traffic), QoS for TCP Traffic, and
joint scheduling of UDP and TCP that provides QoS in a
network serving both real and non-real time applications. In
providing QoS to TCP applications, the authors consider one
fixed and one adaptive fixed allocation scheme. In adaptive
fixed allocation scheme, each SS is assigned a fixed number
of slots according to its average link rate.
[11] also proposes a QoS mechanism and a BS scheduler
for centralized scheduling. The QoS mechanism is developed
from the QoS of PMP mode with a slight change in node
identifiers. Five virtual IDs are assigned to each node, one
for each of the five serving classes defined in the standard
[5]. The proposed BS scheduler makes decisions according to
each SS’s current request and the grants given to all SSs in
the network. The delay for real-time and multimedia services
is intended to be reduced in considerable amount by this way.
[10] is another research proposing algorithms for the
centralized scheduler. Round Robin, Earliest Deadline First,
Greedy and Modified Deficit Round Robin are among the most
commonly preferred scheduling algorithms. In [10], adapting
the traditional approaches, two algorithms are proposed. One
operates in Round-Robin fashion and the other operates in
Greedy fashion.
The Round-Robin based algorithm executes the following
steps for every SS in a Round-Robin fashion. If the node has
data to receive, for every node that is on its route towards
BS on the scheduling tree, it sets the states of as many slots
required by its child as RX (Receiving). Then, it is checked
if this node is the destined node. If not, it has to be an
intermediate node on the scheduling tree and it should forward
the data it receives. Therefore, the next set of slots is marked
as TX (Transmitting) to be used in forwarding process of
this data as the store-forward mechanism is in use. If the
number of slots marked for a node (either intermediate or
destination node) exceeds 256 slots, the algorithm returns fail.
Same process is applied if the node has data to send.
In the greedy algorithm proposed, mini-slot reuse is adapted
on top of the Round Robin algorithm. Every node that has data
to send, checks every node that is on its route to BS on the
scheduling tree to see if it can use that node’s jth time slot via
checking if there is a collision between the currently examined
layer’s node and its previous node. This is important, as each
node’s request keeps its parent nodes busy in that particular
time slot. If there is no collision, then the node’s jth slot is set
as receiving, and its previous node (its parent in the scheduling
tree) is set as transmitting unless it is the mesh-BS itself. In
[10], the pseudo-codes of the algorithms are given.
IEEE 802.16 standard offers a partitioning scheme, which
partitions the minislots of a data subframe into two. The
minislots in the first partition are scheduled by a centralized
scheduler, and the slots in the second partition are scheduled
via distributed scheduling. At the initial configuration of the
network, the MSH-CSCH-DATA-FRACTION parameter is set
and broadcasted through MSH-NCFG messages as previously
mentioned in Section III-B. This parameter indicates the
maximum percentage of the minislots in a frame that can
be used by the centralized scheduler. Hence, the rest of the
minislots can be used by distributed scheduler [4].
Considering the importance of the frame utilization, in [10]
a partition scheme which aims to improve the partition scheme
in the standard is given. In the partition scheme given by
the standard, the MSH-CSCH-DATA-FRACTION parameter
is set at the initial network configuration. It then remains fixed
and cannot be adjusted thereafter; hence the slot utilization
may not be maximized. The proposed Combined Distributed
Centralized (CDC) scheme addresses this shortcoming and
increases the utilization by flexibly allocating the unused slots
without considering the scheduling type reserved for that slot.
SSs see which of their slots are used upon receiving the
grants from BS. Therefore, it is possible to allocate slots of
distributed scheduling for centralized scheduling, and to use
the rest for distributed scheduling next time and vice versa.
Figure 8 provides a comparison of the centralized schedul-
ing studies discussed in this survey. If there are multiple ticks,
the number of ticks stands for the number of different solutions
developed in the corresponding article regarding the discussed
feature.
VI. STUDIES ON DISTRIBUTED SCHEDULING
The research about distributed scheduling for IEEE 802.16
can be mainly grouped into two. The first group focus on
the performance evaluation of the distributed schedulers and
derive or extend a mathematical model to analyze and model
its behavior or propose techniques to improve the performance
of EBTT or scheduler mechanism. The studies in the second
group mostly propose algorithms to fulfill the scheduling
step left open in the standard. In relation to their specific
approaches, these can be classified further.
There are other possible classifications as well. For instance,
there are studies for single BS mesh networks whereas some
studies state that they are for mesh networks having multiple
BSs. Also, there are some other publications that propose
methods for fulfilling the QoS requirements in IEEE 802.16
networks. These usually try to imitate the way QoS is handled
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in PMP mode and/or to introduce prioritization. For the rest of
this section, the ideas and approaches adapted in these studies
are explored further.
A. Studies with Focus on Performance of EBTT Mechanism
In [20], the authors derive a stochastic model for the
distributed scheduler of the mesh mode via exploiting the idea
that the EBTT mechanism lies in the heart of the distributed
scheduler of mesh mode. The authors’ motivation for deriving
such a stochastic model has a very valid argument which is
based on emphasizing the differences between IEEE 802.11
and IEEE 802.16. In addition, understanding the scheduler
behavior is a must for correctly analyzing the performance
of a system. The authors consider the time between two
consecutive transmissions (the time between Tx and Txnext)
and the delay for connection setup as the performance metrics
and derive formulations in order to estimate these. They hold
the assumption that the transmit sequences of all nodes in the
control subframe form statistically independent renewal pro-
cesses [20]. As explained in Section IV, the interval is the sum
of the exponential Holdoff Time and the next transmission
time which depends on the number of slots lost in competition.
Hence, the interval between successive transmission op-
portunities of a node is modeled depending on the expected
number of competing nodes and the topology of these nodes.
For instance, under the general topology scenarios there may
be other competing nodes whose schedules are not known by
the node. Such nodes are also included in the formulation as
potentially competing nodes. Also, the number of slots that
are lost is approximated with a geometric distribution. Let N
be the number of competing nodes and E(S) is the estimation
of the slots lost in competition.
E(S) = (N − 1) 2
exp + E(S)
2(exp+4) + E(S)
+ 1 (5)
Consequently, the mean time between two consecutive
transmissions is calculated as follows:
Txnext − Tx = Holdoff T ime+ E(S) (6)
These two formulations are very important since they are
at the heart of delay and transmission interval calculation and
very useful in overall delay and throughput estimations. These
formulas are referred to in many other papers as well.
An important result the authors of [20] happen to realize
gives inspiration to other studies in literature. According to
their results, the holdoff exponent values have a much higher
effect on the system than the contention. In their simulations,
they demonstrate that the connection setup delay depends
on the different holdoff exponent values selected. Therefore,
the exponent values should be adjusted, in other words,
prioritized.
In [21], this idea is combined with EBTT’s being one of the
most important components of the scheduler performance. An
extended version EBTT (Election Based Transmission Timing)
mechanism which tries to increase network performance via
considering the network contention (in other words adjusting
the holdoff time) is proposed. The holdoff times given to the
nodes are prioritized. That is,
0 ≤ expMeshBS < expActive < expPotential−Forwarding <
expInactive ≤ 7
The holdoff times of the nodes are adjusted in accordance
with their status updates and whether the network contention
has exceeded a certain threshold. Moreover, they are suggest-
ing having a limit on the maximum requestable bandwidth in
order to provide fairness to some extent.
In [22], the authors worked on the same subject and pointed
out that if the EBTT mechanism is left as the way it is,
collisions are very likely although it is designed to work
in a collision free manner. They also demonstrate that there
is a significant amount of delay incurred on data packets
due to back-off time which is of at least 16 slots long
after each MSH-DSCH transmission. It is also pointed out
that the reference point calculation for two hop neighbors
is unstandardized as well as the consistent numbering of C-
DSCH transmission opportunities. The reference point in time
is not mentioned in the standard but if the sender of the MSH-
DSCH is two or more hops away, the node will not know
the original transmission time of the message and a reference
point time will gain importance. The consistent numbering
of transmission opportunities is important as it is the seed
value for the pseudo-random component of EBTT mechanism.
To enhance the mechanism further, they propose to replace
the constant exponent in Eq(1) with 0 which is given as
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TABLE X
PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS AND THEIR OBSERVED EFFECTS [9]
Change of Parameter Observed Effect
Holdoff Exponent ↑ Minimum Holdoff Time ↑
Frame Duration ↑ Average Access Interval ↑
Number of Control Average Access Interval ↑
Slots per Frame ↓
Number of Neighbors ↑ Average Access Interval ↑
Probability of winning a slot ↓
Number of Competitors ↑
Number of Nodes ↑ Control Slots Utilization ↑
4 in the standard. As their future work, they plan adapting
a dynamic exponent value to meet QoS requirement which
revolves around the same idea highlighted in [20], and they
have published it in [21], as previously mentioned.
In [9], the performance of mesh election procedure is
investigated via extensive simulations. Table X provides a list
of the investigated parameters and their corresponding effects
on the networks.
In [8], the importance of holdoff time is again emphasized
and combined with the idea of proposing an election algorithm
to replace the current one to be able to guarantee collision-free
scheduling under non-quasi environments as the interference
is the key limitation in mesh network performance. Once a
node becomes eligible to enter the competition for slots, it
sets its temporary transmission time (Txtemp) as the first slot
of its eligibility interval and increments it one by one every
time it loses until it wins. The authors propose to have the
very last slot of the eligibility interval as Txtemp and claim
that this will reduce the interference and contention.
This study in some way makes an objection to the standard’s
basic assumption that the interference from more than two-hop
neighborhood is negligible. Indeed, as they also point out, this
issue is taken into account in the standard since an optional
parameter is defined for the election mechanism which runs
the competition among three-hop neighborhood to reduce the
collisions even further. The simulation results justify the trade-
off between holdoff time and reception collision ratio as
expected, having more delay but less contention and collisions.
B. Studies with Focus on Algorithm Proposals
In [23], another work dealing with QoS, the priority/class
based handling of packet transmissions is introduced when
the network gets congested. The proposed priority/class based
implementation of QoS mechanism in mesh mode is similar
to the idea in the PMP mode. The information they use for
this prioritization is embedded in the MAC frame. In PMP
mode, three fields can be defined, Reliability, Priority/Class,
and Drop Precedence, and they propose to make use of these
fields to achieve QoS requirements.
In the first version of their algorithm (A1), the authors
suggest computing the number of requested minislots first and
then checking if there are sufficient number of contiguous
minislots available. If yes, a grant message is sent to the
requester, otherwise failure information is sent. In order to
support QoS, they suggest checking whether the utilization
of the frame (ratio of minislots allocated) is above a preset
threshold value. If so, the network is considered as congested
and priority values come into play, otherwise all the requests
are treated to be the same level. In the second version of their
algorithm (A2), they add another checkpoint to check if the
network has become congested while it was not congested by
the time of the first check point.
There are other studies that propose to allocate the slots in
proportion with some metric such as number of flows or the
amount of traffic demand rather than introducing prioritiza-
tion mechanism. In [24], multiple algorithms with increasing
complexity are proposed. The easiest algorithm they propose
is to share the slots of a frame among the nodes according to
the number of nodes in the network so that every node gets
equal share. Then, they propose to have the shares of nodes in
proportion to the number of flows each node has. The authors
then again improve their ideas and try out giving more slots
to the nodes with higher traffic demand. However, such a slot
allocation algorithm either causes too many collisions because
of the same competing set as the entire network or disables
spatial reuse of the slots by not setting the network as a
whole competing set. Finally, a scheduling algorithm based on
finite fields is given to overcome the vulnerability to topology
changes. The idea is to change the requirement of collision
free transmission in every slot into having only one slot to
have collision free transmission.
[25] is another study on distributed scheduling in TDMA
networks proposing an algorithm with the aim of minimizing
the ordering delay, and the proposed algorithm has applica-
bility in WiMAX networks. This algorithm is a two-phase
algorithm. The first phase includes an iterative procedure
which, by exchanging link scheduling information between
nodes, constructs a conflict graph and finds a feasible schedule
based on the distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm running on
this conflict graph. The second part of the algorithm is a wave-
based termination procedure which is used to detect whether
all the nodes are scheduled and if a new schedule should be
activated. It is emphasized in the simulation results that their
algorithm has attractive practical performance despite the high
worst case complexity.
Contiguous allocation of slots is a commonly seen approach
in many studies [10], [15], [24]. For instance, in [10], the
authors allocate contiguous slots to a node in each frame. In
[15], the proposed algorithm looks up if there are enough
contiguous slots to meet the demand and returns failure
otherwise. [24] explains the reason for this approach through
the overhead introduced to the control messages. If the slots
are not contiguous, the size of the information contained
in MSH-DSCH message listing the granted slots becomes
important since each availability is represented in 32 bits [10].
All the studies examined so far focus on coordinated dis-
tributed scheduling, leaving uncoordinated distributed schedul-
ing out as it is more unreliable, and allowing collisions
to happen very frequently. It may also be due to that the
standard pushes the uncoordinated scheduling should not
cause collisions with the schedules decided by the coordinated
schedulers [26]. To the best of our knowledge, there is no study
on uncoordinated distributed scheduling. Figure 9 presents
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a comprehensive comparison of the distributed scheduling
related studies discussed in this survey.
VII. CROSS-LAYER STUDIES
In the literature, there is a set of recent papers such as
[27], [28], [29], focusing on cross-layer features which can
be used to enhance the scheduler performance in WiMAX
mesh mode. Although there are other studies making use of
cross-layer features, e.g. [14], [21], [23], the studies discussed
in this section differ from the others in the sense that they
not only focus on scheduling but also propose to loosen strict
layered architecture to attain better performance. Most of the
cross-layer studies try to improve the centralized scheduler
performance either by involving distributed scheduler or by
designing the scheduling algorithm to be adaptable with either
the network layer, or the physical layer or both.
In [27], [28], cross-layering network and MAC layers is
considered, whereas in [29] an intelligent MAC layer which
acts coherently with the routing layer as well as the physical
layer is preferred.
[27] focuses on the idea that the split between the distributed
and centralized scheduling in a time frame may not actually
represent the ratio between the intranet and Internet traffic.
The links that are in the centralized scheduling tree are called
centralized links and the rest of the links between any two SSs
are called distributed links. The authors suggest checking the
queue lengths of the associated centralized links and change
the route for the Internet traffic to the distributed links if the
queue length of a centralized link exceeds a certain threshold.
Their aim is to reduce the end-to-end delay and number of
packet of drops in the Internet traffic. However, not to hinder
the actual intranet traffic for a long time, they switch back to
the normal routes (the routes through the centralized links) if
the congestion (queue length) drops below a certain threshold.
In [27], algorithms for some of the unstandardized compo-
nents are presented as well. To handle the Internet traffic, the
authors developed a Hop Count Aware (HCA) BS scheduler
which prioritizes SSs in accordance with their hop counts.
Since the requests from SSs are delivered to BS through the
concatenation of requests, an SSi with a hop-countHCi and a
Fig. 10. Cross-layer Architecture Proposed by [28]
request of size Rqsti is known to consumeHCi.Rqsti amount
of traffic and the slots are assigned accordingly.
In [28], cross-layer concept is introduced and a central-
ized BS scheduling algorithm based on multi-path routing is
proposed. The implementation of the cross-layer module is
separated into two interdependent sub-modules:
1) Multi-path Routing Module
2) Centralized Scheduling Module
The Multi-path Routing Module in the Network Layer is
responsible for multi-path source routing (searching for dif-
ferent routes and selecting the optimized routes), interference
avoidance, load balancing and QoS guarantee. The optimized
route is selected via calculating a metric as a combination
of least interference, load balance and QoS indicators. The
routing module passes the routing tree and interference table
down to the MAC layer.
MAC layer contains the Centralized Scheduling Module
which uses the information obtained from the Multi-path
Routing Module and is responsible for the resource allocation,
spatial reuse and request collection. MAC layer is also respon-
sible for informing the Multi-path Routing Module about SS
resource requests. Associating these requests with the possible
available routes, the mesh BS can then assign minislots to SSs
using the information obtained from interference table and the
routing tree. The proposed cross-layer structure is given in
Figure 10.
The algorithm proposed for BS centralized scheduler main-
tains two lists of links: first one for the links that have demands
to be satisfied (Pending Links List) and the second one for the
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links that are already scheduled (Scheduling Links List). The
algorithm selects the link Li with the highest QoS demand
from the Pending Links List and moves Li into the Scheduling
Links List. Then, checking the interference table, the links that
can communicate concurrently with Li are also removed from
Pending Links List and put into the Scheduling Links List.
In [29], a novel cross-layer structure is presented which
achieves increase in the overall network throughput as well
as decrease in the power consumption by overcoming mu-
tual interferences. The interfering link pairs are specified as
input to the proposed cross-layer architecture. The authors
put emphasis on three distinct parts as the components of
this architecture: Power Control Process, Tree-type Routing
Construction, and Tree-level based Scheduling (See Figure
11).
Power control process is responsible for determining power
used for transmission as well as the selection of modulation
and coding rate (AMC). The formed routing tree promotes
the use of shorter links rather than the longer ones in order
to keep transmission power and interference low. In addition,
the neighbor number ratio is checked to encourage the use of
less congested links so that congestion is avoided and power
consumption is reduced.
The scheduling algorithm combines the rate adaptation and
the power control algorithms. In the scheduling algorithm,
the requests are relayed while being concatenated at each
node with the children nodes’ requests. Each node assigns
bandwidth to its links in proportion to its links’ queue loads.
A more general and in-depth discussion on the importance
of cross-layer operation for scheduling in emerging broadband
wireless systems is provided in [30].
VIII. ANALYSIS AND INFERENCES
This section is devoted to layout the similarities and differ-
ences among the distributed and centralized scheduling related
studies.
Centralized scheduling studies sometimes use ideas that
have common points with the studies on PMP mode. For
instance, in [10], two algorithms one of which is Round
Robin based are proposed for centralized scheduler of the
mesh topology. Similarly, [31] presents a Weighted Round
Robin based scheduling algorithm for WiMAX BS running
in PMP mode. The key idea is that since the scheduling must
be performed very quickly during the current frame for the
next one. Unlike previous works on that subject, they propose
a simple one level scheduling mechanism that performs the
slot allocation according to QoS and bandwidth requirements
rather than complex schedulers or a hierarchy of schedulers.
The proposed scheduling mechanism [31] involves three
stages. The first stage is the calculation of the minimum
number of slots for each connection according to five different
service classes defined by the IEEE 802.16d-e specifications
[4], [5]. The next stage is allocation of the unassigned slots
to some connections (work-conserving behavior) according to
the maximum number of slots calculated previously for each
connection. In the last stage, the order of slots to improve the
QoS guarantee is selected. A sample algorithm is presented
which shows that the interleaved slot order would be better
in order to decrease the maximum jitter and delay values but
disadvantageous because of the increased size of the UL-MAP
and DL-MAP messages.
These two studies [10], [31] form just an example which
demonstrates that there are many similarities between the
approaches adapted for PMP mode and centralized scheduling
in mesh mode. Many other examples can be found in the litera-
ture. For instance, in [32], WiMAX 802.16e OFDMA systems
are mainly targeted. In [32], enhancing the performance by
assigning multiple carriers to users within each time slot of a
frame is considered. For this purpose, MaxWeight algorithm
in single-carrier environments is examined and adapted to
the multi-carrier case. In this respect, the authors suggest a
very straightforward approach for adaptation of single carrier
scheduling algorithms to multi-carrier scheduling algorithms.
The authors discuss that it is possible to schedule each carrier
independently and one by one using a single carrier algorithm.
However, they develop techniques to overcome the possible
drawbacks of this approach. This case shows a path for the
adaptation of algorithms designed for 802.16d mode to the
802.16e mode.
On top of this, centralized scheduling based studies have
some other similarities with studies on distributed scheduling.
For instance, for algorithms designed to work with the IEEE
802.16 mesh topology, the messaging format used must be
aligned with the mesh frame format. Hence, most of the
proposed studies (centralized/distributed) either directly use
the data embedded in MSH-XXXX messages’ fields or make
use of them to derive the values they require.
There are also various points that centralized scheduling
and distributed scheduling can be compared. In [33], the per-
formance of centralized scheduling vs. distributed scheduling
is compared. Referring to their simulation results, the authors
conclude that centralized scheduling outperforms distributed
scheduling and the gap of performance gets larger in a faster
way as the number of nodes and hops increase. In [34],
this point is also discussed and the authors draw attention to
that unnoticed interference can severely reduce the throughput
performance of WiMAX networks if a pure distributed scheme
is used as shown in their previous work [8]. The reason for this
is explained as centralized mesh scheduling combines the low
overhead of centralized scheduling along with the performance
of multihop mesh connectivity. Yet, it is still pointed out that
the setup phase during which the mesh BS collects the requests
may take long and degrade the performance.
However, in some cases, distributed scheduling is preferred
over centralized scheduling due to its being more flexible and
responsive. This is because SSs take their decisions locally
according to their local information and physical channel
status. Besides, the intranet traffic is handled without keeping
mesh BS busy [9]. In [10], it is also recommended that cen-
tralized scheduling should be used for the Internet traffic and
distributed scheduling should be used for the intranet traffic.
This makes the centralized scheduling traffic the dominant
traffic type in the network.
Another point which is quite important for both centralized
and distributed scheduling is the collisions due to conflicts.
There are two main types of conflicts that should be avoided
in order to achieve a collision free schedule:
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Fig. 11. Cross-layer Architecture Proposed by [29]
1) Primary Conflict: Observed if a node is scheduled to
transmit and receive at the same time.
2) Secondary Conflict: Observed if a node is scheduled to
receive from two different nodes simultaneously or a
link’s transmission is corrupted by the interference from
a neighboring link.
The solutions for handling the secondary type of conflicts
are quite different from one another. In [8], an objection is
made to the standard’s basic assumption that the interfer-
ence from more than two-hop neighborhood is negligible. In
contrast, in [19], the secondary conflicts are mostly ignored
since BS and SSs are typically equipped with directional (e.g.,
beamforming) antennas.
IX. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
The discussion so far indicates that there are many issues
to be considered in proposing a solution for scheduling in
WiMAX mesh networks. Below, some of the key issues are
highlighted:
1) Most of the studies on distributed scheduling so far
focus on the the theoretical aspects of the performance
evaluation, and the proposed algorithms are usually
very vaguely described. A robust slot allocation algo-
rithm with a clear pseudo-code and extensive simulation
results would be very well received in the research
community.
2) The dynamic partitioning of the time frame between the
centralized and distributed scheduling has been investi-
gated in two papers so far, each of which handles this
issue from very different aspects [10], [27]. Proposing
a dynamic partitioning scheme which is adjusted in
accordance with the number of lost/dropped packets or
the channel quality indicators might be interesting.
3) More studies on cross-layer optimizations that use rout-
ing and/or physical layer information in different aspects
are needed. The number of papers addressing this issue
is quite limited.
4) In order to provide guaranteed throughput to stations, a
scheduling algorithm must be supported by Call Ad-
mission Control and Congestion Control modules. A
possible research direction may be on scheduling which
considers scheduling together with Call Admission Con-
trol and Congestion Control so that more flows satisfy-
ing QoS requirements are admitted. A comprehensive
survey on call admission control in wireless networks is
provided in [35] while [36], [37] provide information on
different aspects of QoS in wireless systems in general.
5) Different routing schemes establishing routes through
different strategies might be developed or adapted from
previous studies in the literature. To the best of our
knowledge, there are no publications that compare the
affects of different routing schemes over a WiMAX
mesh network where a certain scheduling scheme is
fixed.
6) Majority of the mesh scheduler algorithms in the liter-
ature do not consider delay and jitter together although
they are very important for multimedia applications.
7) Fairness should be considered both at the station level
(among SSs) and the user level (inside an SS). The
proposed algorithms generally leave out one or the
other. In addition to addressing these two levels’ fairness
problems together, the future algorithms should also
ensure that no starvation is incurred.
8) There are many reliable simulation tools designed for
PMP mode [38], [39], [40]. However, there are not
many publicly available tools that support the mesh
mode operation. A recent patch supporting 802.16 mesh
mode on ns-2 is provided [41]. The drawback of [41] is
that it is not inter-operable with ns-2 routing algorithms
and physical interference modules. A simulation tool,
implemented on a widely used simulation environment
such as Qualnet, OPNET or ns-2 with a pluggable
802.16 mesh architecture, which supports the replace-
ment of unstandardized algorithms or which extends the
previous simulation modules [38], [39], [40] would also
be extremely useful for the research community.
9) There are studies that try to reduce the overhead [10],
[15], [24] by employing contiguous slot allocation as
much as possible. However, most of the articles propos-
ing scheduling algorithms present no simulation results
that analyze thoroughly the overhead and the reduction
in the overhead achieved by the application of a certain
approach in the algorithm.
10) Scheduling might be investigated along with the pricing
issues achieving the optimization of the use of radio
resources as well as the optimization of the revenue of
the operator [42].
X. CONCLUSION
The number of papers published so far indicates that
problems regarding centralized scheduling issues are better
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explored while there is still a lot to be done in the area
of distributed scheduling. Moreover, adaptation of schedulers
to handle mobility properly without being too vulnerable to
topology changes is another issue still waiting to be explored.
Studies proposing ideas on scheduling related research issues
which are presented in Section IX and on other points left
open by the standard and studies involving more complicated
simulation scenarios and simpler and clearer analytical results
are to be expected.
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